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Boy scout belt

Copyright © 2021, Bennett's Clothing. Powered by Shopify (Unrated) Write product code review: 64042 UPC: 730176640426 Available: This items are usually shipped within 24 hours. Check out our Shipping &amp; Return page for more information. Gift Pack: Shipping Available Options: At Checkout This is the official BSA student belt requirement that is consistent with the lock.
The belt is 1.5 inches wide and adjustable. It is made of cotton and has an olive green color with a metal lock. The lock has a BSA symbol on the front of the lock and the friction close has a fleur-de-lis removal. BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA Tiger Cub Scout Web Belt This is the official BSA Scout request to unified the web belt with lock. The belt is 1.5 inches wide and adjustable. It
is made of cotton and has an olive green color with a metal lock. The lock has a BSA symbol on the front of the lock and the friction close has a fleur-de-lis removal. It is designed to be adjustable and can be cut to the exact size you need! Show 1-9 Questions Sort by: Recently AskedMost AnsweredFewest Answer Question: I have two belts that are good but the locks have gone
bad why I can't just buy the lock and not the belt By: Jenn, Texas | January 28, 2020 Answer this question Answer: Hi Jenn! If you contact our Customer Support team, they will be able to help you with this request. 800-323-0736, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. EST. By: Kate, | 03/03/2020 Question: Will the collectible metal belt fit into this web belt or is it a leather belt
necessary for that? By: PETER, Greensboro | May 13, 2019 Answer this question Answer: Hi Peter! The Cub Scout belt fits only on the Cub Scout web belt. By: Kate, | May 24, 2019 Question: I think there is a BSA-sized youth web belt. This only shows adult sizes. I need young guys as young as 14. By: Cathy, Port Orange | February 21, 2019 Answer this question Answer: Hi
Cathy! The smallest size is 32, but this belt is designed so that it can easily be cut. By: Kate, | 05/03/2019 Question: I can customize ordering a belt larger than 60 inches. If so you can point me to the appropriate site. Thank! By: Stef, OH | February 14, 2019 Answer this question Answer: Hello Stef! We offer the Made-To-Measure option available by calling our Customer Support
team at 800-323-0736, Monday through Friday, from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. EST. By: Kate, | March 13, 2019 Answer: Hi Peter! Yes, the lock is removable. By: Kate, | November 12, 2018 The Store will not function correctly in case cookies are disabled. Created with Sketch. Created with Sketch. Belt buckway was made for everything thought in The Way. Some collectors have extensive
lock collections. Collection. Episode.
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